Private Virtual Tours

Looking for something creative to experience with your friends, family, or colleagues while staying safe at home? Take a tour of the Barnes collection! Private, custom online tours are now available for $500–$1,000* per session.

The hour-long program features a 50-minute live tour with a Barnes docent followed by a Q&A. Using "deep zoom" technology, your group will see paintings and objects much closer and with greater detail than is possible on-site—this is a whole new experience!

The tour includes background on Dr. Albert Barnes and how he started collecting art, followed by a look at his ensembles—the unique displays he created by combining artwork, furniture, and metalwork. A docent will provide an in-depth look and analysis of key works and artists throughout the galleries.

In addition to the standard Highlights Tour, you can book an hour-long themed tour or add a theme to a Highlights Tour for a more custom experience. Tours include:
- Post-Impressionism in the Barnes
- Renoir in the Barnes
- Cézanne in the Barnes
- Matisse in the Barnes
- Van Gogh in the Barnes
- American Artists in the Barnes
- The African Collection in the Barnes
- Furniture and Decorative Arts at the Barnes
- Exploration of the Current Special Exhibition

Virtual tours are available seven days a week, excluding holidays, between 9 am and 7 pm, and must be booked at least two weeks in advance. Email us to learn more about pricing and scheduling your tour. Full-day or half-day seminars hosted by Barnes senior education staff are also available for an additional cost.

*Nonprofit and small group discounts available on a limited basis.
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